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                             Abstraet

   Photographic observations of Halley's Comet (1986III) were carried out at the Hida

Observatory, with use of two interference filters: IF7215 (for red continuum at 7215 A) and

IF5148 (for C2 emission at 5148 A). We analyzed the negatives exposed on March 25, 31,
April l, 12, and 13, 1986, and estimated totai mass of dust and C2 molecules of the coma. On

March 25 masses of dust and C2 were 3.3Å~IOi3 g and 2.2Å~10iO g respectiveiy. Dust and

C2-contents fall off as the comet goes away from the Sun, and they become reducing to 5.lÅ~

IOi2g and 1,3Å~I09 g, respectively, on April 13, 1986.

i. Introductien

    We observed }-lalley's Comet photographically with use of a Ni-Tec image inten-

sifier attached to the Zeiss 65 cm refractor at the Hida Observatory in a period from

March 25 to May 25, l986. We used two filters, ie., interference filters IF7215 (for red

continuum at 7215 A) and IF5148 (for C2 emission at 5148 A), characteristics of wltich

are specified by the IHW (e.g., Edberg, 1983). For red photographs we used a red
corrector lens, but sometimes not. The equivalent focal lengths of the optica} system

are 7.34 m and 8.47 m, and the field of view is 9f3Åë and 8k ip for the case of with- and

without-red corrector lens, respectively. The characteristics of filters and the equivalent

focal Iengths are summarized in table 1. The emulsions used are Kodak Tri-X and
TP2415 hypersensitized 35 mrn films. In order to estimate dust ancl C2-contents in the

inner coma, we analyzed negatlves exposed through IF7215 and IF5148 on March 25,
31, Apri} 1, l2, and 13, 1986.

Table 1. Characteristics of filters
   of the 65cm refractor.

and equivalent focal ]ength

Color Filter   Peak Full width at
wavelength half maxirnum

Equivalent Field
focal Iength of view

Red
Green

IF7215

IF5148

7215A
5148A

110A
11oA

7.34rn

8.47m

9'.3

8'.1
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2. StellarMagnitudeofCema

    With a microdensitometer we traced negatives in a field range of 3.5Å~2.7 arcmin2

centered at the brightest point of the comet. The traced region corresponds to the area

of 10Å~7.8 (10` km)2 on the comet of March 25, 1986. The photographic density of the

negatives is transformed into the intensity scale by using a characteristic curve, which

is obtained from the photegraphic density exposecl on the film using a 7-step wedge

through the image intensifier and the filters. The bright part of the inner coma is

included in the traced raRge. 'The fainter limb of the coma of March 25, 31, and April l

is overcome by the moon light (see Fig. 1).

    To estimate the brightness of the coma, we referred to a trail of a star on the same

negatives in the case of March 25 and 31, and also a star image of 7-8 mag near the

comet, which was exposed just before or a{ter exposure for the comet in the case of

April 1, 12, ane 13. We represent the observational data in Table2. The stellar
magnitude of the reference star on March 25 was estimated from the dimension of its

image on the Pa}omar-National Geographic Sky Atlas. The central wavelengths of the
Palomar Atlas are about 6500 A and 4000 A for red and blue images. We adopted the

                                                 emean of the red and blue magnitude for green at 5148 A. In our estimation of the
magnitude of the reference star on March 25, an error of O.5 mag may be included. The

visual magnitude and spectral type of other reference stars were adopted from the SAO
                                                                    thcatalogue. The visual magnitude is transformed into red magnitude at 7200A by
spectral type. Although V-R index of the same spectral type differs for individual stars,

we used the mean of the V-R in the same spectral type as that of the reference star. In

order to estimate the mean value we referred to "UBVRIJKL photometry of the bright
stars" (Johnson et al., 1966). For the rxiagnitude of the reference sÅíars aÅí 5i48 A, we

assume that it is equivalenÅí to the visual magnitude. For the estimated stellar
magnitude of the reference stars in red and green Iight, an error of O.1 mag may be

inc}uded. Our characteristic curve also contains some amount of errors, which affects

tke intensity of the reference stars. The estimated error is about 100fo in intensity. On

the central part of tite phospher screen of the photocathode of the image intensifier,

                        Table 2. 0bservational data.

Date
(1986)

UT Exp.'v.
(h:m) (m)

Filter  R.A.
(l950.0)

 Decl.
(l950.e)

 •1'

(AU)
 ti
(AU)

g)

(

Mar. 25

Mar.3I
Apr. I

Apr.I2

A pr. l3

19:25
19 1 54

18 : 20

18130
l8:36
14:58
15:22
14:23
14 : 31

5.0

or.O

5.0
.rr) .o

5.0

2.ro

2.5

5.0

ro.O

Green"

Red'
Recl

Green
Red
Green

Red
Red
Green

'l11il -31
-31
-38
-39
-39
-45
-45
H ,g ti

-44

ll ii 082

082

174

190

190

357

357

372

372

O 666

O 666

O 533

O 514

O 5• l4

O.421

O 421

O 427

O 427

lkli

* 1 F51`l•8 -F 1 F7215
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photo-sensitivity is almost uniform, but the sensitivity near the edge of the screen is

reduced to 600/o of that on the central part. Therefore we corrected the intensity of the

reference star for the case of March 25, on which day the star image was located near

the edge of the screen. The total error in the brightness of the coma is O.9 mag for the

case of March 25 and e.3 mag for other days.

Table 3. Stellar magnitude of Halley's
        Comet (1986).

Date Mre mea,fe Mc' Mo,C Mc2 ll'

Mar.25 3.7
Mar.31 5.9
A pr. 1 4.8

Apr.12 5.0
Apr.13 5.2

4.3 2.5
6.7

5.7 45
5.8 51
6.0 49

3.2 2.7 3.6

5.4 5.0 6.4
6.0 6.0 7.9
6.0 5.3 7.2

    IR table 3, we show the stellar magnitude of the corna mR and mG and its absolute

magnitude mo,R and mo,c defined as

          nz = mo+5.0 log A+7.7 log r

where A and r are geocentric and heliocentric distances of the comet, respectively, in

AU (Edberg, 1983; Kosai, 1986). Kosai (1986) shows that the light curve of the visua}

magnitude after perihelion in 1986 has the same inclination as that in the preceding

apparition in 1910.

3. Mass ofDust in the Coma

    From the stellar magnitude mR in table 3, mass of dust in the coma is estimated,

because the filter IF7215 passes continuum only. In the following discussions we
assume that dust partic}es are spherical. Vega-2 observations suggest that the size

distribution of dust is given by a power law (Mazets et al., 1986);

                t a-2'O 3X lor 6<a<6Å~ 10-5

          n(a) oc laum2"5 6Å~ 10--6<a<6XIO"` (1)
                ta-3'` 6Å~10-`<a

where a is the radius of a dust particle in units of cm. Origina}ly, the raRge of the

distribution (1) is given by mass. However we converted it to its size (in radius),
assuming that the mass of a dust particle is given by (4/3)za3p, where p stands for

density. After Lamy et al. (1987), p is a function of a as shown in equation (6), and its

upper and lower limits are 2.2 and O.7, respective}y. It is reasonable to assume p :1 in

estimate of the range of the size distribution (1). Mukai et al. (1987) estimated the

refractive index of the dust particle of Halley's Comet (1986III) from the data of

poiarimetry. By interpolaÅíion of their values, we get refractlve index at our
wave}engths:
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(a) Mar.25, 1986, 19h54.0rn U.T, (IF7215),

(b) Mar,25, 1986. 19h31.8m U,T, (IF5148).

   Fig. 1. Coma of Halley's Comet,
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(c) Apr.13, 1986. 14h22.7m U.T. (IF7215).

(d) Apr.13, 1986. 14h31.0m U.T. (IF5148).
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                                       -          n == 1.383-O.038i at A=7200A,and n=1.387-e.032i at A== slooA. (2)
On the assumption of Mie scattering, the scattering cross section and the phase function

of dust particles are easily calcutated. Fig.2 shows the phase function basecl oR the size

distribution (1) and the refractive indices (2). Our observational range of the scatterlng

angle is 115e through 1550. In this raRge the phase function is minimum.

    The number density of clust in the coma may be low, so that single scattering is

dominant in the coma. The light from a particle (radius a) observed on the earth is

                Fo,R agp(a)          f(a) "= A2.2 4., (3)
where F.,. is the solar flux at the observed wavelength at I AU, a the scattering
cross-section, and q(a) the phase function of the particle at phase angle a. The fiux FR

from the coma is

          FR ".]C,a2f(a)n(a)da. (4)
On the other hand the flux FR is obtained from the brightness of the coma.

          FR =: Fo.RXIOO•4{Mo,RwwMR} (s)
                                                                 ewhere m.,, and mR stand for magnitude of the Sun and the comet at 7200 A. From
equations (4) and (5) the proportional constant of the size distributioR (1) is determined.

In the calculation we set the lower and upper limits of the distribution as ai=1.0Å~10-fi

 lo2

lol

loO

10';

le':

  o
Fig, 2.

Table 4. Dust
coma.

and C2-centents in the

Date Md (g) Mc -p (g) Ncf•

Mar. 25

Mar.31
Apr. 1
Apr.12
Apr.13

3.3Å~10i3 2.
3.5Å~loi2

{.4Å~loi2 2
6.8Å~10i2 7
tt) .1 Å~ 10 i2 1

2Å~1010

OÅ~109

OÅ~IOS

3Å~lo9

1.9Å~lo27

1.4Å~lo26

3.6Å~lo25

6.9Å~lo2s

  lo 6e go 12e lse leo
Phase function ef dust of Halley's Com-

et (1986III) at 7200A. Abscissa is
phase angle in degree.

'in LlllLitS Of molecules sri
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cm and a2== 1.0Å~10"2 cm.

   The mass of a dust particle of radius a is estimated from the density p which is a

function of a (Lamy et al., 1987).

          p= 2•2- L4.+i"Å~ ioww,, (6)
where ais in units of cm. The total mass of dust in the coma is

          Md =ta,a2 -g- na3pn(a)da. (7)
In tabel 4, the mass of clust in the coma is represented. It is 3.3Å~ 10'3 g on March 25, 9.4

Å~10i2g on April 1, and 5.1Å~10i2g on April 13, 1986.

4. Mass ef C2 in the Coma

    On the photos exposed through interference filter IF5148, the emission kght of C2

(O-"O) band overlays the light scattered by dust particles and by molecules such as H20,

C2, and others. However the intensity of scattered light by molecules may be negligible,

compared to the emission light of C2 and the scattered llght by dust. Therefore the flux

due to C2 (O-O) band is

          Fc2=F6 rm FctG (8)
where FG is the total flux passed through the filter IF5148, and Fdic the flux of the

continuum scattered by the dust particles. The total flux Fc is determined from the

observed magnitude of the coma mG,

          Fc=.F.,GXIOO•4{Mo•G-MG) (g)
where F.,. is the solar flux at 1 AIJ passed through the filter IF5148, and m.,G is the

corresponding magnitude of the Sun. The second term in equation (8), Fd,G, is estimated

from the Rux as follows.

                 acepG(a)n(a)da

                             ,Fl, . (10)          .Fd,G =:
                faRpR(a)n(a)da

Substituting equations (9) and (10) lnto equation (8), the fiux Fc, is calculated. Then the

magnitude mc, due to C2 (O-O) band is estimated.

          mc2 = mo,G +2.51ogF.,G-2.51ogiF.,G Å~ 100•4{mo,c-mG)- F..R Å~ 100•4(nto,R"mR)l

                                                                     (11)

In equation (11) we assumed F.../F... =1.4. In table 3, we show mc, and magnitude H
due to C2 (O-O) emission at A = 1 AU.

   The total mass of C2 in the coma is estimated from the following equation
(Sekanina, 1969);

          Mc, :Q91XIO'O(r2/foe)Å~10wwO'`", (12)
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where the heliocentric distance r is in AU, and feo is the oscillator strength at C2 (O-O)

vibrational transition and is equal to O.Oi7 (A'Hearn and Cowan, 1975). Also C2
production rate, Nc,, at the heliocentric distance r is approximated by

          Nc,=Mc,/4Å~10-23T, (13)
where T is the mean life time of C2 in the coma, after Sekanina (1969),

          T== ror2 and ro ==3(dayAUM2). (14)
In the third and last columns of table 4, the total mass of C2 and its production rate are

shown. Mass and productioR rate of C2 are 2.2Å~10'eg and l.9Å~102' molecules s-' on

March 25 (r :1.08 AU), and they reduced to l.3Å~109 and 6.9Å~I025, respectively, on

April 13 (r =1.37 AU).

5. Conclusien

    In the preceding sections we estimated dust aRd C2-contents in the coma observed
on March 25 through April 13, 1986. The mass of dust on March 25 is 3.3Å~ 10'3 g, and

those of other clays (March 31-April 13) are in order of 10i2g. We have no data in

February, 1986, just after perihelion passage. However if we assume mR=2.5mag in
late February, the mass of dust in the coma would be 10i` g. It is one order higher than

that of Comet West l976 VI which burst at the perihelion (Akabane, 1983).
    The production rate of C2 ls 1.9Å~1027molecules s-' on March 25, l.4Å~1026 on

April 1, and 6.9Å~1025 on April 13, 1986. Vega-2 observation (March 9, l986, r==O.83

AU) shows that the production rate of C2 is 6Å~ 102' molecules s-i (Krasnopolsky et al.,

1986). Our estimated values are consistent with the Vega-2 observation. AIthough the
production rate of C2 varies significantly with heliocentric distance, it was 1026 to 1027

for Cornet Kohoutek l973 XII, altd I02` to 1025 for P/Enke 1980 XI (Newbarn and

Spinrad, 1984). The production rate of Halley's Comet (1986III) is the same order to

that of Corx}et Kohoutek.
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